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“A history of the Santa Barbara oil spill of 1969 and its impact is an important
addition to the historiography of American environmentalism. Spezio has done
a good job of providing a close history of the spill while effectively contextualizing a number of issues including: offshore oil drilling, pollution technology,
and water law. This volume will be of great interest to environmental historians
and general readers interested in environmental politics and policy.”

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE ON FRACKING & SHALE DEVELOPMENT

SHALE
DILEMMA

Today, the movement for more sustainable practices is rising in Pittsburgh.
Against a backdrop of Marcellus shale gas development, initiatives emerge
for a sustainable and resilient response to the climate change and pollution
challenges of the twenty-first century. People, institutions, communities, and
corporations in Pittsburgh are leading the way to a more sustainable future.
Examining the experience of a single city, with vast social and political complexities and a long industrial history, the case studies in this book respond to
ethical challenges and give specific examples of successful ways forward.
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Environmental alarmism has long been a political bellwether. But as the environmental heydays of the 1970s move into perspective, the time has come for
a reassessment. Based on nine case studies, Exploring Apocalyptica argues for a
reevaluation of familiar clichés. It shows that environmentalists were less apocalyptic than commonly thought, and other groups were far more enthusiastic.
It traces an interconnection with Cold War fears and economic depressions and
demonstrates how alarmism faced limits in the Global South. It also suggests
that past horror scenarios impose constraints on ongoing debates. At a time
when climate change turns from a scenario into an experienced reality, this
book charts paths for an age that may have already moved beyond the peak
apocalypse.

“In this compact, readable, and well-researched environmental history of Standard Oil operations in Cleveland and Whiting, Indiana, Wlasiuk shows that
refineries and ecosystems mix no better than oil and water. This is an important book for anyone concerned with environmental justice—and injustice—in
America.”
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An explicitly enviro-tech study of the emergence of field science in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain regions from
1860 to 1920—between the dominance of the railroad and the
rise of the automobile. Vetter uncovers not only the broader
social history of field scientists across a range of field science
practices, but also the division of labor and organization of
work in the practice of scientific field work on the ground and
the geographical relations between East and West that structured the practice of field science.

Cholera was a global scourge against human populations
throughout the nineteenth century. Practitioners had little
success in mitigating the symptoms of the disease, and its
causes and eradication were bitterly disputed. What experts
did agree on was that the environment played a crucial role
in the sites where outbreaks occurred. Michael Zeheter offers
a probing case study of the environmental changes made to
fight cholera in two markedly different British colonies: Madras in India, and Quebec City in Canada.
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STANDARD OIL and the
LIMITS of EFFICIENCY

“Who knew so much history lay among the weeds?”
—Jared Orsi, Colorado State University
Zachary J. S. Falck presents a comprehensive history of “happenstance plants” in American urban environments. Beginning in the late nineteenth century and continuing to the present, he examines the proliferation, perception, and treatment
of weeds in metropolitan centers from Boston to Los Angeles.
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This volume brings together experts working at the forefront of shale gas issues on four continents to explain how countries reach their decisions on shale
development. Eight case studies reveal the trade-offs each country makes as
it decides whether to pursue, delay, or block development. Those outcomes in
turn reflect the nature of a country’s political process and the power of interest
groups on both sides of the issue. As an informative and even-handed account,
The Shale Dilemma recommends practical steps to help countries reach better,
more transparent, and more far-sighted decisions.

Rivers Lost, Rivers Regained discusses how cities have gained control and exerted
power over rivers and waterways far upstream and downstream; how rivers and
floodplains in cityscapes have been transformed by urbanization and industrialization; how urban rivers have been represented in cultural manifestations,
such as novels and songs; and discusses more recent strategies to redefine and
recreate the place of the river within the urban setting.

HUE • 2016 • 240 pp. • 978-0-8229-6418-6 • Paper $26.95
SALE PRICE $18.87
eBook available

By the mid-nineteenth century, efforts to modernize Mexico’s
capital had the unintended consequence of increasing the
risk of fire while also breeding a culture of fear. In City on Fire,
Anna Alexander integrates urban environmental history with
the histories of technology, science, and medicine to depict
how Mexico City changed in response to the growing threat of
fire in its increasingly urbanized districts. Advances in these
disciplines soon fostered the rise of distinct fields of fire-related expertise while conversely, the rise of fire profiteering
industries allowed entrepreneurs to capitalize on crisis.

A NEGOTIATED LANDSCAPE

Rivers Lost
Rivers Regained
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The Transformation of San Francisco’s
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SALE PRICE $20.97
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To understand the Fog City’s landscape, Jasper Rubin not only
explores the built environment but also the major forces that
have been at work in its redevelopment. While factors such
as new transportation technology and economic restructuring
have been essential to the process and character of the waterfront’s transformation, the impact of local, grassroots efforts
by planners, activists, and boosters have been equally critical.
For this new edition Rubin provides a new concluding chapter
that updates the progress of planning on San Francisco’s waterfront and examines debates over the newest visions for its
development.
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eBook available

“The Storm King project is an excellent choice through which
to examine the rise and tactics of late twentieth-century
environmentalism.”
–Journal of American History
Robert D. Lifset offers an original case history of a major
event in environmental history—when a small group of local
residents initiated a landmark case of ecology versus energy production and challenged the construction of the Storm
King pumped-storage hydroelectric power plant on the Hudson River in the 1960s.
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As Energy Capitals demonstrates, the discovery and exploitation of fossil fuels has proven to be a mixed blessing in many
of the cities and regions where it has occurred. With case
studies from the United States, Canada, Mexico, Norway,
Africa, and Australia, this volume views a range of older and
more recent energy capitals, contrasts their evolutions, and
explores why some capitals were able to influence global
trends in energy production and distribution while others
failed to control even their own destinies.
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